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Foreword .
;

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and tVk Na-
1 tional Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) recognize the vital role of the physiciarf

in the diagnosis, treauntnt, and referral of patients with substance abuse disocclers.
Physician education in alcohol and drug abuse is of critical importance in our efforts
to combat these major medical problems.

* 0I

. In order to support medical school faculty in their efforts to maker substance
abuse education an integrated, effective part of the curriculum, the Health Proftssions
Education (HPE), Project was Initiated by the Training Branch of NIA"AA, in &o-
operation with NID$. In response to the critical need for useful information in alcohol
and drug abuse Ntruction, the HPE Project conducts a two-part effort to cfillect
existing educational resourSes and Make them available to health professions eductaiors
through the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information (NC4LI) data base and
to develop curriculum materials of specific use to medical educators in'instructional
planning.

This volume is one of a series of fiublicationsior use in designing substance abuse
instruction and is offered to the medical education community in the hope that it will
be a valuable resource in preparing physicits to "treat alcohol and drug abuse `.
disorders.

LORAN' Anima, Ac(ing Director,
National Institute on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism

-
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ntrbduction
7

Alcohol and Drug-.Abuse Teat ling Methodology
MGuidc for Medical Fo telt; isntended for insiruc-
tprs in medical and osteopathic schc;ols. This 'mono-
graph presents a ariety of new approaches for
teaching substance Sbuse disorders, re% iew s rnstruc
tional methodologies that hale pros ed effecti%e inthe
past. and recommends resources useful for des eloping
alcohol and drug curricula.ltiedical educators are en-
couraged entliusiasiically to try new ideas.. selecting
those appropriate to indiidual needs, style, and ex,.
pertise hn teaching. r -

In the chug and ,alcohol abuse field; it is particularly
important for the instructor, coordinator, or teacher
to go beyond study guides to encourage spontaneity,
stimulate enthusiasm for learning. identify the pleasure
of creatis its, and abose all, encourage ,in students an
a.ceptanceicif self. This last point is critical. Students
must learn to accept themse es beforeothey are able

40

'

to accept others who may be ha
chemicals. Therefore, the task fo
comes one of presenting learning
students ace exposed to and insole
with real problems and illnesses,
meet medical students where they
to a new appreciation for the )atie

fully invoWed tt=ith
the instructor be-

ituations in uhiih
with real people

ituations thit
re, and lead them
t

.kleoholisni and drug dependent are not hopeless-
-illnesses. chemically dependInt rpe ns can and do
recover. One of our missions is medi al educators is to
cultivate in students a sense of hope nd optimism XV-
ward persons who are }harmfully ins o ted with chemi-
cals so that. as .practitioners, they may convey thissarpe
hope and optimism to addicted patients. further, med-
ical students must understand the meaning of inters
sention. know when and how to confront ,a patient
about drug taking behas ior. how to treat the problem
and make appropriate referrals for foIloic-yEt care.

V
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Chapter 1 .

:Teaching Alcohol and- Drug Abuie
Medfcal. Setting,

M aior .niedical organizations and private founda-
c tions have pointed out the urgent need for

effective medical education in the use and abuse of
alcohol and other drugs. In 1972, the American Nit&
cal Association Council on Mentil Health and Com-
mittee on Alcohohun and Drug Dependence issued a
position statement entitled "Medical School Education
on Abuse of Alcohol and Other Psychoactive Drugs"
(1972). An editorial in the Journal o/ the American
Meckkat Association (1972) and a report from the
1972 Conference on Medical Education on Drug Abuse
sponsored by the Josiah Mut, Jr., Foundation,( 1973)
agreed, in concept. that too little was beinglione to
expand these educational programs in medical schools.

By 1976 some gains had been made in awice
abuse training in the medical setting. According to, a
national sure conducted by iokorn) and his col-
leagues (19801, "The general situation has improved,
but we still hai,,e a long way to go."

,

Solomon and Davis (1978) concluded in a summary
Of the status of substance abuse education in medical

. Career Teachers Program
One survey of 409 pri(na care physicians suggests

that there h a general resistan by, primary care pro-
fessionals to the subject of al holism ;Zuckerman
1977). Much of this resistance, y reflect a lack of
educati and training in the diagnosis and ,treatment
of pati nts,who, are harmfully dependent on alcohol
and oilier drugs. In 1971, the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) developed .a program that

a would encourage interested medical school faculty
members tp teach about substance abuse. These Ca-.,
reer Teachrs in Alcohol and Drug Abuse are supported

. by Federal grants administered jointly by die National
Institute on Altehol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)

3
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schools that the pot* showing or total omission of
teaching/training is due, in large measure, to negative
attitudes held by physi 'ans toward drug abusing or
alcoholic patients and e consequent lack of involve-
ment with these patents. This pessimism about the
effectiveness of treatment, as well as a general nega-
tive attitude toward the patients themselves, has been
substantiated as one of the maids factors detracting
from quality medical education in substance abuse.from

point out the ways in which persistently
negative physician attitudes affect quatty.of care: The
delay of diagnosis until a patient has become the
derelict stereotype (Chafetz 1968) ; the detrimental
effects on detection and management ( Fisher et al.
1975; ; the increase of negative attitudes among medi-
cal students in training (Fisher et al. 1975)* , the reluc-
tance of some healthcare professionals to become per-
sonally involved in treatment (Knox 19711, and the
indications that even physicians specializing in addic-
tion treatment have more negative attitudes toward
patients than do nonmedical staff (Sowa and Cutter
1974). . t

and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA; . At
present, 60 medical, osteopathic, and dental schools
across the country participate in the Career TeacheQ
program, with others soon to be included. In addition,
the State University of New York Downstate Medical
Center h designated as a national' center for training
Career Tellers. The Career Teacher Training Center
supports the Career Teacher program by aiding in
grant preparation, coordinating Career Tetithet con-
ferences, sending out announcements and educational
materials, and planning clinical expenences for visit-
ing Career Teachers.

The initiation and growth of the Career Teacher

r-
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effort has resulted in substantial contributions to the
inclusion of alcohol and drug material in the medical
curriculum and to the development of curriculum obi

,
CurriculumObjectives

Careful formulation. Of curriculum 'object4ves is a
prerequisite for a successful'And worthwhile course. To
aid instructors in this process, Career Teaehe.rs'in Al-,

cohol and Drug Abuse program persOnnel,.iti co njunc.
tion with the Association of Medial Education and
Research in Substance Abuse ; AMERSk , have, pre-
pared a compreheosift listing of curriculum objective's
(see appendix A). The listing includes detailed objec-
tives in the following areas:

A. Definitions
13.*Epidemiologrgenetics
C. Basic sciences (biochemistry, physiology, pharma-

cology, and pathology)
D, Sociocultural factors -
E. Psyc.hologicalsfactors
F. nageosis and treatment of overdose
G. Diagnosis and,treatutent of withdrawal hates

Attitude Change as a
Goal of. Education

Medical educators have had mixed success in devel-
oping and maintaining among, students .posite Atti-
tudes towasd substance abuse or substance-abusing
patients. For example, in one stuck specifically aimed
at latitudinal changes among medical interns, theie is
indication that, following a 5 -month voncerted effort
to alter negative attitudes, the negative attitudes of the
interns appeared "remarkably stable over the period
of time studied" (Reynolds and Bice 1971). Medical(
students and physicians are not alone in clinging to

4

jectives for phIsicran education in substance abuse
(Davis 1980). .

H. Diagnosis and treatment of substance abuse
I. Legal, ethical, and historical aspects

J. Prevention.'

Objectives can be selected on the basis of what the
instructor and his or her committee belioe to be most
relevant, considering the period of time in which they
'are to,be achieved. At any institution there may.be a
.particularly strong discipkne that can be highlighted
in the course, keeping in min4 a balance between dis-
ciplines. The objectives are valuable not only as a place

'to begin but also as guidelines for making certain the
moit igiporta_at areas oilevning are being considered:
fn addition to the objectives, thi,educator needs (.0
choose the setting itt which the material is presented,
as well as the separate objectiyes for teaching attitudes
and skills.

these preconceptions about alcoholic patients Social;
workers in another study were also resistant to 4ttitucii.
nkl change. During a specific course, the students'
knowledge, of substance abuse increased significantly
at the mine ttne as their discomfort with patients grew
more pronounced (Bailey 1970). Becattseof the serious
impact of negative attitude). on the willingness of the
healthc#re .provider to effectively treat the alcohol-
or diugdependent person, considerable attention is
given in this text to the problem.

. .

, '



There is some indication that negative attitudes
toward substance-dependent persons can be ainelio-
ated by carefully constructed educational experiences
(Fisher et al. 1975), especially if these experiences em-
phasize clinical problems and small group discussions
(Chappel et al.1,1977). Seminars reportedly also can
have a favbrable effect on student attitudes) at least in
selecsed areas (Clifford 1959 ;-Brennon er al. 1974).
As ori)s Career Teacher (Chappel 1973) asserts:

'Changes in attitude are necessary at both physician and air
stitutional levels if drug dependette a to be- adequately
treated Such a change infinitude is possible. the history of
mental iirneg shows a gradual shift irons medieval rejection
and punishment to increasingly effecti:e treatment which is
ritpre and more being incorporated into the mainstream of
medical care, ,

Teaching Modalities

/

t

1.

In the medical education setting, altering attitudes is
basic to succeeding as a teacher . According to another
medical educator and alcoholism authority i Williams
1975). "Positive education must dften begin with at-
titude change. Attitude change may begin by taking a
careful look at our oun drinking practices, at the
drinking of others, and our reaction tt it. Unless we
can look at these potential problems objectisely, there
is small hope that vie can be objective witli the alcO-
holic patient." In preparing substance abuse curricula,
medical educators need to consider the relationship be-
tueen the teaching setting and the opportunities for
attitude change.

Medical educators need to distinguish between edu:
cation and training. Education is a process by u hick a
heterogeneous group becomes the focus of certain gpals
and techniques but remains a heterogeneous group. In
contrast. training a process through which a hetero-
geneous group is aided) in becoming a homogeneous
group in order to der elop specific skills. a/ankles. att.',
tudes, and yalue(Einstein 1974). In the best of both
worlds, the.challenge for mecithl instructors is to adopt.
teaching modalities that incorperrate both education
and training in diagnosis, det6xification. treatment,
and management of chemically dependent patients.

Jn developing a substance abuse learning strategy,
the learning* styles of medical siudents also should be.
considered. Research studies indicate there are four
main learning styles. accommodate, diverge, con-
verge, and assimilate 'Sadler et al. 1978 . Each style
has its own learning preferences (see table 1) .

141

-
.1.

1

.5

This particular model suggests that if teaching in sub-
stance abuse pro% ides concrete experiences and active
experimentation, it will be more or less congruent with
the learning preferences of more than 80 percent of
students. At the same time, this heteripgeneous group
of physiciansto:be will be focusing on a Clear goal.
better health care for the chemically dependent person.

In essence, quality teaching of medical studentsin
the substance abuse field is best implemented when, as
Flexner (1960, p. 53) su ted more than 70 years
ago, the student partici aces in the activities of
learning:

On the pedagogic side, inodern medicine, like all scientific
teaching, is characterized by activio. The student no longer
merely watches, listens, memorizes. he doer. Ha own activ-
ities in the laboratory and in. the clinic are the main factors
in hisirptroicilon and discipline. An education in medicine
nowadays ipyolves jboth learning and learning how; the
student cannot effectively know unless he knows how.

*
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Learning. Styles'
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1
Percent of

Learning Preferences i Student Choice

Accommodate Concrete, experience
Active. experimen tation

Diverge - 40 Concrete experience
Reflective observation

.
,..

Converge Abstract conceptualization
Active experimentation

Assimilate Abstract Conceptualiiation
Reflective observation
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Chapter 2
Teaching Methodologies

it

Clinipal Teaching
The term "clinical teaching" conjures 'up di-
verse images a settings perhaps as diverse as

are individual appr, ches to clinical problem solving.
In fact, when medical educators arc pressed rot an
answer to the question "How do you, teach you, stu-
dents in the clinical setting?" they often reply that
teaching clinical skills and diagnosis is an art based
largely on intuition. Yonlie (1979) speaks for many
instructors when he affirms the opportunities available
to students in a clinic: "No richer experiences are po-
tentially available in a student's education than those'
in the clinical setting. Here a student can synthesize
and apply the enormous amount otcontent previously
learned:' a,

Recent attempts at re4efining clinical teaching have
moved away from "teaching as art' toward te.skliug
as the achie'vement of descriptive goals; namely:

I

0 1. To help students integrate and assimilate factual.
information in problem solving

2. To teach the diagnostic process as a separate cogni-
tilt; process

3. To demonstrate interpersonal skills

4: To provide students with the opportunity for self.
understanding (Royal &liege of General Prac
titioners 1972)

5. To teach skills related to the management of the
patient (Lewis 1980)

Other experienced clinicians suggest that "effective
teaching of the process of clinical diagnosis calls for
teachers to be able to articulate their own cognitive.
processes when making a diagnosis" (Dudley *69).
Still other investigators suggest that "students slould
be Aaught same theory of diagnosis so they might en-i
gage in effective problem solvin( and dscisionmaking"
(McWhinney 1972).

.1

4

According to students' perceptions, it is clear that
several factors stand out as facilitating good clinical
teaibing. Student participation, instructors' attitude,
student-centered strategies,", as well as supervision and
practice, are all essential wrnponents of 'successful
clinical teaching. Clinical instruct on most naturally
occurs on clinical rotations but (used not be limited to
this setting.

Several iapproaches to clinical 'teaching outside the
clinical' setting ire quite useful. for first-year medical'
students and for students in continuing medical educa-
tion. For exalt-11)1e, drug.taking histories can be ob-
tained by students under supervision and recorded on
vi4otape for first-year medical students, case presents-

' dons can bi ma4leat any time along the medical
education continuum, and diagnosis techniques can be
integrated into the curriculum.

7

The five goals for clinical teaching Merino ned above
are central to training stucle4ts in diagnosis and'treat-
met of chemically dependent persons. This tea g/
training can occur in'nearly everymedical discipline,
including internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology,
family medicine, emergency medicine, surgery, pedi-
atrics, and psychiatry,'and in nearly every clinical set-
ting, including physicans' office, outpatient clihics,
medical grand rounds, :and' Umbulatory medicige. A
discussion of each of these vials follows. -

Goat 1. Tp help students assimilate and
internaa tctuaLirlforMation in problem
solvin

Where be fer to learn to assimilate and integrate fac-
tuarinformation than in the proc.essiof taking a drug-
use history ? In order to solve problems, i.e,, collect data
and Malte.accurate diagnoses, 'students need.to learn

12
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how to take histories an
general, and learn how t
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\
o physical examinations in
0 drug-taking histories in

be ?made. The interviewer focuses questioning around
the type and level a personal pradems the patient

particular. may be experiencing at home, at work pr in social re- ,
press) suggests three methods for ob- lationshks. The tesponses, if ,honest, can provide infor-

miring information regarding an individual's drug or mat,ion on how effectively the patient is functioning.
alcohol consumption: Excessive difficulties could .indicate alcohol abuse.

Direct questioning or1, simply talking to the patient Further, if one uses the National Council on Alcohol-

4

ism fNCA) "Criteria for the Diagnosis of Alcohol- .
Inductive reasoning' ism" (1972), and the illyers to the life-problem qua-
Quantitaute testing, such as the Michigan Alcohol . tions meet the MCA major criteria, ore's suspicion of
Screening Test (MIST) (Selzer 1971), and the alcoholism should be very high.

.
Blood-Alcohnl Concentration (13.kC) Test , Quantitative t,esting also can ghe plid evidence of

problems with,aiicohol,Iven though, in itself, it is riot \
proof that a person is indeed an alcoholic. ar exathple,
a BAC of 0.15 mg% without signs of iptoxication;,,or
a BAC of 0.3mg% many time, is suggestive alcohol.'
ism. Diagnosis, however, requires siippor e,emidence ,

from a separate history-takinginterview. Thi. same
may be said for a positive MAST score: It is stronlikr -

,su4gestive, but requires supportive'evidence. .
In teaching the skills of taking drug histaies, the

happens to you when you get drunk?" or "Have lam': followinf steps may be helpful: ..
1:4

ever wondered %%nether or nut tii hate a drinking 1. Instructor demonstrates history-taking =techniques -

problemr arc moth less threatening and can serve as ;--eyintnrvieWing patients) in front of the studenti
.a springboard for pursuing other questions in the drug-. 2. Studepts iqiitain, drug-taking histories from. 'each
taiinehittory. > ' <-.4 Otheii tivireierse roles and repeat . ,

Direct questioning may meet with unreliable answers
IL/because of the strong denial often maintained by alco-

holics and drug-dependent patients. It is helpful if the'
'questioner can lead intor the subject, perhaps immedi-
ately after inquiring 'about'cigarette smoking or other
use of tobacio, but even then only tangentially. For ex-
ample, questions such as "How much do you drink?"-,
or "Do you smoke pot?" are often met with evasive

' answers. On the other hand, questions such as "What

.;
The ability to present a model of gentle persistence 3 Students intertiew alcoholits and'Oth'ir.iiitemically

is one key to (caching drug-use Iiistot1 taking. The apebtientpatithfa,. or since 'alcoholics ire "'often
instructor may uell approach the siablet.t from several' frustrating to interview, stuslinti.rge,,play jilting
anghs if the first series of questioni ptoduLe anxiety or a. histm from reentering aidoholi410t, avid then
appear threatening to the patient.. ' -v... '' from. nonrecovering alcoholics . ? ,,%,

. According tg IVIutfield,tih press), "When-ever dun. 4. StUdalts,evalisateartit,taking bis/tOriesto,alrive' at
. , .ing the" drinking history the Patient gets ,angry, or `. .,,cliagnoses,' ,,, . - ---i ,

,
easits, or says* ,shc Stopped. drinking altogether, or 4 . , 1

04 step In the process, the instructor must take
say Ite, she iiiiii*. more than thiee drinks a"..day,-the active rOle.in both luperaising and encouraging the
person :nay 13\,n alcoholie." soideots...turtliertriore students need to be proVided

Inductive.. reasoning is. process throug with a general evaluation of their performance during
whish.A tentative'diagnosis ofInissi le alcoholism may training '

.1P 1 _

-"r;4;



Goal g. To teach the diagnostic
process as a separate cognitive process

Drug or alcohol histOry taking alone may not be suffi-
cienrto delineate all the criteria necessary to diagnose
alcoholism or other drug dependence. In this case, an
indepth history will need to be taken. Some authors
(Whitfield in press) find it helpful to pursUe the major
diagnostic criteria (level 1) compiled by the N.CA
(1972). Yonke (1979) suggests .the following guide-
lines for teaching the diagnostic process:

1. Emphasis on problem solving and integrating basic
. science content.with clinical.inethod. This is effec-

tively done by student participation.

2.' Developme nt of a patient-centered rather thin a
diseasecentered orientation.

3, Development of an awareness of teaching style in
working with patients and students and an under-
standing of the diagnostic process as a tool to help--
students develop their own problem-solving

- methods.

4. Careful stipervision of students.

5. Outgoing and friendly instructors.

4
6. Inclusion of manual skills.
7. Allowing students to learn about themselves.

8. Shiring readings and research interests.

Students can be taught how to take histories that will
foals on the following key criteria established by Whit:
field (in press).

1. WIthdrawaj which May manifest itself in any of
these six symptoms. delirium tremens, gross tree
hall inosis, hypertension, tachycardia, insomnia,

tmares, irritability, or withdrawal eizures.

2. Alcohol tolerance, which may 15e manifested by
either drinking a fifth of whiskey (or the equivalent
in wine" or beer) daily for at least 7, days (180 lb.

4I

person), or BAC levels of 048 mg0 at time of
medical appointment, 0.15 mg is without gross in-
toxication, or,0.3% mg at any time.

3. Drinking is spite of strong, (identified social or
medical contraindications.

4. Blatant, indiscriminate use of alcohol. .

5. Pathological findings of eitber alcoholic hepatitis
or cerebellar degeneration.

6. Loss of control over intake.

NCA's,1"Criteria for Diagnosis of Alcoholism"
(1972) includes minor criteria for-levels 2 and 3, cri-
teria for identifying the early, middle, and late stages
of ilCoholism, as well as a1 listing of other symptoms
that may or may not be presenbin a given patient.

In addition to taking the medical history, seeking
information concerning the patienti well -being in non-
medical dimensions, such as employment, marital,
financial, social, legal, and religious, is often an in-
valuable way to determine problems that may be drug
reTated.

Goal 3. To demonstrate interpersonal
skills

,*

4

14.

4

Developing interpersonal skills is a lifelong process.
The clinical setting provides ample opportunities for
initial encounters and formative training. Chemically
dependent persons are quick to note insincerltrmoral
judgment, and "do-good" attitudes among health care
and socralbservice professionals and paraprofessionals.
Therefore, training students in interpersonal skills is
essential. Discussing the Myriad number of interper-
sonal skills is beyond the scope of this guide. However,
Kahn and his colleagues (1979) list the following im-
portant areas of interpersonal skill development:

interpersonal proc,esslisteni4g, observing, re-
sponding, etc.

9.
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2: Ihformauon gathering (interviewing) history tak-
ing, etc.

3. Information giving/counselingeducation, etc.
4. Psychological interventionpsychological support,

etc.

' 5. Team nrbershipgroup problem solving, etc.
-'6. Supervisionfeedbatt) supervision contracting, etc.

7. Speciaapplication areasdifficult patient, suicide
pitven den, etc. t4.44,

Thesj interpersonal skills are in% olved in the diagno-
sis,..treatmeht, and management of che 'call) depend.
ent patients. Of particular importance is interpersonal
process; i.e., listening, observing, rap° ding, and ini-
tiating.questinningaiallenging. Students can sharpen
these skills by encountering patients and receiving
Iluility.feedliack. Videotape patient interviews allow flaying students meet with alcohol and other drug.

. students to observe physician/patient interpersonal dependent persons can result in the students' discovery/
process skills and interactions.. Chappel, and his col- of their own feelings and attitudes toward these indi-
leakues (1977) suggest that taped interviews provide viduals. This involvement can contribuite to a greater
the students with several advantages over live presen- understanding of he problems resulting from sub-
tations : "They are shorter, more flegible, mores
providing a better role ns&lel, represetiting mor
rately the physician/patient relationship, and
more rapidly with sensitive issues without aro
cern for the patient in observinphysicians." 4 understanding of AA's ail poach. It is relatively easy to

Another approach to teaching interpersonal pros. arrange for swdents to also attend the smaller and
ess skills is to divide the student groupinto triads. in, more intensive.cloted sessions. In pairs, student can ici
rotation, each member of the triad semis as the chili- ", done of'the numerous meetings in their area and sub-
jellify dependent patient, the recorder-observer, and /nit 'written or oral reports codcerning their feelings
the phisician.interviewer. After each session, the re- about the persons they met, In addition, in cater to
corder observer reports what he or she has observed in more fully comprehend the extensha.involvement of
the listening, observing, responding and initiating. alcoholism in *her persons' lies, stuctents will benefit
questioning- clyallenging areas. The triads are brought,. from attending a least...one AlAnon meeting and re-
back to plenary ;Cession so that reactions, comments, porting back in a similar manner. Information cam
and discussion of interpersonal prOi..ess skills., can be cerning time and place of A.tmeetings car be obtained
initiated immediately. Care 'must be Liken to clarify '. from a local chapter by contacting the chaptes listed
tbe-manner in which listening, observing, responding in the telePhOne directory or YellowPages.

and initiatingquestioning.cgallenging are to be scored
For more information osi teaching interpersonal prOc-
ess skills in a group setting, see Folei.and Smilansky

- (1980)
4,

The use of videotaped interviews, aft& permission
of the student and patient has been obtained, is one of
the mog effective Methods of teaching int personal
procarlls. Students become directly i bled both
RS participants and evaluators: This ea ing exPer.i
ence provides .an eikellent opportunity for the,fifture
physician to evaluate his skills and objectively iibserye
his or her own.manner of interacting with a patient...*

$
"/

Goal 4. To provide students with t6e
opportunity for self-understandlog

,
alley- , stance abuse, arid is can be 'done by requiring Btu.

dents to attend Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), meetings.
ealing AA meetings are of two types: open and closed. The

ing con- larger, open meetings can p vide students with a bask

10
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A'tecondseep p helping student's. to clarify their feel-
iOgs and attitudes toward alcohol and drug abusers is
to align each student to an alcoholism or drug abuse

"counselot. "The 'studeirt can be required to meet with
the counselor for at least a 1-hour session in which the
etwit.seirprobes the student's attitudes toward the use
of chemieals and toward chemically dependent per-

.
sons. This'

A
second. step is ar4 invaluable and enlighten-

ing experience for students. whey are confronted,
perhaps for thOrst time, with their own use -or abuse
of chemicals and their justification or rationalization
for that uier (flostbderairid Ilan 1979. )

Another method to ben ,students understand their
own feelings adt1 attitudes is to introduce them tiAhe
team approach\of treating chemical dependence. Pro-

. viding positive settings in which the expertise of non-
- professionals and pariprofesSionals can be utilized is

critical berl'itisi these offer opportunities to break down
the barriers and prdjudices thkfrequently exist be-

- tween medical professional; andriciffinir; ical personnel.
It is important for students icinnderikand that strength-
eninetearn,elrort and accepting the contributions of
each team member are vitatkeys to promoting health
for the alcoholic. Therefore, a panel of health care pro-
video composed df a phyiician, a nurse, a.social
worker, an, afco,holisrn Counselor who is also a rem-. ,

ering alcoholic, and parapicifessionah can, accurately
reflect the interdisciplinary approach often seen in an
actual drug treatment tenter. In a discussion period
with panel members, students can explore their own
attitudes ant understand the opportunities and diffi-
culties inherent ' the team-approach.

10* 1 of
1'
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Goal 5. to teach skillsfelatecrto the
management of the-patient

itt
1

Even though h may not be possible in all medical

st-kods ,to have stuilersts Alitt an alcoholism or drug
abuse treatment program, It is still one of the best

4.
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-----nethods for acquainting students with treaunent and
rehabilitation modalities. Seeing and observing treat-, k

ment-inpreeress is one of the most enlightening and
educational opportunities available to the students. In
lieu of visiting a treatment center, it may be possible
to recruit a team from an alcoholism or drug abuse
treatment, facility to visit the medical schPol and pre-
sent an \overview of their program. A question -and-
answer, period allows students the opportunity to be-
come involved with the treatment team.

Mother technique to teach patient management
skills is to structure a -learning experience in which
the student interacts directly with a presen physi-
cian and a patient. Further, the instructors ould not
restrict the student's knowledge to the medical model
but also acquaint thsestrAint with a variety of treat-
ment modalities, such as, havior modificatick or the
therapeutic community (Pattison 1976).

The significance of self-help wins such as AA, Al-
Anon, Alateefi, and Ala-Tam has already been men-
tioned in terms of student field trips and deports. An-
other approach to understanding these organizations

to have a panel of representatives of AA, Al-Anon,
Alateen arid Ala -Tarn Aiscusstie major similarities
and differences among groups. It would be helpful to
schedule the panel presentation before students attend
any of the self-help group, settings.

The needs of particular popnlations, such as warner:,
the elderly,.minorities, and,ad6leseents, can be empha-
sized by inviting the directors treatment programs
for these groups to speak to the students. It may be
necessary to go' outside the finniediate community to
fmd specialists for each populatiOn.

tt

In order for students to begin managing the chemi-
cally dependent person, it is important that they be
well acquainted with treatment centers in the area
and the svvices prolrided,ty mental health and social

16
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service agencies and othe1 support groups, such atreli-
gious or private orga.nizaticfns. The specific details of
how to make referrals, whom to contact, and the
protocol involved can all be handled in, relatively brief
time either through a short lecture or through films
and videotapes available from local agencies.

Aside fromthe clinical instruction aireadt discussed,
what otherft-onats are tvailable foi teaching alcohol
and drug abuse management through participatory
learning? There is no simple answer to this question.
-However, a careful analysis.of the academic climate at
one's own institution, together with an investigation

Lecture
The lecture method has a numb of advantages.

"It is economical in terms of instructor-ktudent ratio,
space requirements, and, often, the preparation re-
quired" (Foley and Smilansky 1980). But this form
of instruction is one.of the least effective, if improperly
used (Broadwell 1980). The "straight" lecture merely
tells somebody something, .it transmits information
The "instructor does all the talking, based on prepared
notes, and the students listen, take notes, and get their
learning in whatever way they choose" (Hatton 1979)
Student involvement is virtually nonexistent Research
shrrivs, that an average of 80 percent of information
delivered in lecture form is forgotten in 8 weeks, yet
medical facuit%.4.ontinue to use this form of teaching
In a lecture given by 1a brilliant scholar with an out-
standing topic and a highly competent audience, for
example, 10 percent of theudience displayed signs of
inattention within 15 minutes. After 18 minutes, one-
third of the audience and 10 percent of the platform
guests were fidgeting. At 35 minptes, everyone was
inattentive; at 45 minutes, trance was more noticeable
than fidgeting; and at 47 rfinutes, some were-asleep
and at least one was reading. A casu&l check 24 hours

of available teaching approaches,lan provide a basis
for deciding how best to present alcohol and drug abuse
inaterial to preclinical undergraduate medical students.
The amount of time provided for substance abuse
training and teaching must also be factored into this
analysis.

The following section will present additionateach
ing options including the lecture method, lecture and
panel discussion, and role playing. Appendix C lists
some materials and resources of particular help to
medical-educators for using these-and other methods
of instruction.

,M.

12

later revealed that the audience recalled only insignif-
icant details, and these were generally wrong (Frost
1965).

,The need to go beyond the "straight" lecture is ob-
vious, given the premise that student involvement is
essential for good retention, assimilation, and inte-
gration of relevant information. Visual aids can help
turn a "straight" lecture into one of moderate interest
for the students. The use of a chalk boaed or news-
print can crbate interest in particular points or con-
cepts. One need be aware, however, that facirig a chalk
board or newsprint diminishes eye contact with the
audience, making it more difficult for them to under-
stand the speaker. 'Therefore, visual aids should be used
sparingly4

Some lecturers choose to.use the overhead- projector,
with rolling, clear acetate overlays. Overhead projec-
tion Has two advantages: It 'permits the lecturer to
prepare the overlays ahead o time, and it allows him

,,or her vital eye contact with the students during pre-
sentation. Illustrates lectures also offer a welcome,
change from "straighi6 lectures: Quality filmstrips and

.1,
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slide 1,2 x 2) presentations are available commercially
(see appendix 13 However, the instructor should be
careful t use filmstrips and slides moderately and not
utiiiz kaget" illustrated lectures as the primary
instructional method.

Some instructors distribute partial outlines, allow-
ing the- student to fill in the notes as the lecture pro-

.

r

I
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c'ee.ds. Others choose to give handouts, after desk
which eithVi'outiine the lecture, itipplement the lec-
ture, or 'both. In an event, whether one gives a
straight lecture, or augments it with visual aids or
'handouts, the stud(nts art still relatively passive, with
little interaction wtth the iftstructor.

Interactive Teaching:
Panel Discussion/Lecture-Discussion

' The panel discussion or lecture discussion format
can bo helpful in bringing about student participation
and can be done in several exciting ways. This section
describes mefitods an instructor can to increase
student involvement in the learning p

Several Career Teachers at the 1980 AMERS4.
Career Teacher Conference in Washington, D.C., h.4
high praise for the t:recoser) pane" method of teach-
ing;learning, a method that is exciting and engaging
for both students and instructor. The recovery panel
comists of several professionals, including physicians.
who are successfully continuing their recovery from
alcohol or drug abuse. During the panel presentations,
each member emphasizes the factors that brought him
or her to the Ivint of overuse and dependence on alco-
hol or other drugs. Tana members often describe how
they were confronted about their dependency and who
4uccessfully intervened to get them into treatment.
Following the presentation, the panel members respond
io questions and comments from students. This proses
to be %most effective and personally involving aspect
of the panel method.

After the panel discussion, the instructor should hold
a followup session with the students to address' the
fee)ings and questions raised by the frank disclosure of
the physician panelists about their alcohol or drug

13
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abuse problems, and issues such as the students' oven
drug or alcohol use, the pressures of working as a prac-
titioner, ethical considerations, and the obligation to
fellow students or doctors with substancedependency.
It is highly recommended that the instructor show to
the students the video cassette, Akohol and Drug
Abuse Among Physicians (see appendix B). This film
presents candid interviews with two rehabilitatid doc-
tors and their wives about their personal experiences
with alcohol and drug abuse.

A second approach to interactive learning is the
lecture-discussion. The following three techniques pro-
vide changes of pace within the lecture format and
encourage student participation.

1. Occasionally, the instructor may choose to ask an
indisidual member or the audience a specific ques-
tion regarding the material. ,although this approach
may produce anx;ety in studenti, reasonable and
fele.= questions um keep* the audience alert and
facilitate comprehension of the material-

2. Strategically placed questions. addressed .to the
group also can add interest to the learning setting.
Additionally, they can pros ide the instructor with
useful information. Questions such as "How many
of you hase ever attended an Alcoholics Anonymous

18
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meeting?" can emphasize the lack of first-hand in-
volvement en selNelp recovery groups. The' roup
question can be foftowed with an individual ques-
tin "What do you think they do at .kA meitingsl"
which an lead to a. discussion of what happens at
an opeit AA meeting,

3. Through the use of handouts, lecturediscussion
meetings can provide opportunities for student in-
teractsrrand feedback. Skeletal or incomplete,

Role Playing

Role playirig is a prbcess of simu lating events, situa-
tions, or encounters. Although contrived, role playing
sometimes allows the instructor and students an even
greater flexibility and control than is possible with en.
counters. with the sUbstance-abusing patient. It is
Aaicularly effective in teaching interviewing skills
and uncovering student attitudes toward substance-
dependent persons.

There are many advantages to using role playing:

Role playing is active and involved learning.
Role playing, simulates "real life" clinical encou

' test, giving students the Opportunity to confron
practical problems inherent in translating c gnitiont
and thery.into attitudes, skills, and aeti
Roles can easily be modified to illustrate or a-
size significant points.

. The role play'esii-simalite extended time span
or a Change in location, age, health status, etc.
Feelings can ,be identified' and explored as ,the role
players are questioned afterward about the interview
or interactions;
Role. playing, when properly done.with processing
and feedbaik, initiates active,discussion.

J
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lure outlines can be filled in by the students either
ibefore or after they have verbalized some of the con-
cepts tide instructor wants to emphasize.

The lecture, then, need not be a static, "straight"
lecture. R l hkr, it can incorporate limited discussion,
audiovi , and appropriate "breaks" to give the stub
dents a chance to rethink die ideas and to maintain a
level of alertness that will help them to comprehend

-the-z nderial.

It fs also important for the instructor to be aware of
the drawbacks or disadvantages of role playing. Some
students arc threatened by the thought of "acting."
Also, in unskilled hands, vole playing can deteriorate
into meaningless "games," or emotional reactions can
be elicited thatIre not dealt with in the discussion fol-
lowing the role play: It takes careful preparation and
stage setting to make role playing a successful and
positive learning experience.

"Instructor plays patient" is an effective scenario for
role playing. A knowledgeable instructor can take the
role of the patient and, when appropriate, switch to the
physician role to provide information about the pa-
tient. Students can question the instructorpatient as if
taking a history, thus providing practice in history tak-
ing in a low-anxiety .setting. Experienced instructors
recommend that "clear guidelines be written so that

irlacuity members, instructor-patients, and students will
share a common understanding of the role each has"
(Anderson and Meyer 1978).

'Students can be instnictecito play a wiety of roles,
such as family members, significant other?, or em-
ployers, in a varietyof sit uadons that relate directly to
alcohol or drug abuse problems. It is importan't that

14 a
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the students understand the characters. setting, and ob-
jectives of the sceni in which they are participating.
Group Members not directly involved in the role play
maybe assigned alter ego, coach, or observer roles-to
keep them actively involved in the process. Examples of
role-playing situations valuable in alcohol and drug
abuse education and training include:

Confronting a chemically dependent patient

Taking an alcohol or drug history

Dealing with "a manipulative, analgesic-dependent
hospital patient or outpatient

Initiating, preparing, and executing family or house-
hold intervention

Prescribing minor tranquilizers for an outpatient
with anxiety
Counseling the distraught parent of a drug-depend-
ent youth

Establishing rapport will a belligerent patient

. ,

.S

Role playing by itself is a useful active teaching
tool. Howevert the impact of i usefulness is best
utilized when there is follow-up, p ticularly hen the
participants are questioned abo t their feelings.
Observer-reporters can play a vital role by comment-
ing on positive and negative interactions of the par-
ticipants, sharing emotional responses, -and making
suggestions 'for improvements. Further discussion
focusing on processing feelings and reactions is needed
to effectively bring closure to this experience.

Needless to say, the instructor's function in the role
playing is crucial. As one educator suggests, "While
'you are role playing it is important not to abandon
your role. as teacher. As the.role play ensues, watch for
emerging leaders in the group, attempt to involve the
qu,ieter students, and encourage time out for discus-
sion when students' deed for some direction becomes
apparent". (Hatton 1979).

Patient Management Peoblerns,and
Computer- Assisted Instruction

A patient management problem (PMP) is a simula
don of the pertinent data of an individual with medi-
al problems. The PMP includes such factual informa-
tion as medical history, complaints, and physical and
laboratory findings. The PMP ma3i be presented as a
written report, a computer printout, or a role play.
Depending on' the form the PMP is given, students
are asked to decipher the written information, to ques
lion the role players, or to interact with the computer
to elicit additional information. In each cfe, the
student is challenged to move Through segue dial steps
in diagnosing the medical problem 'and in prescribing
treatment.

Different types of clinical problems can be adapted

:

Es

readilt jp the PMeormat, including emergency care
of the"' intoxicated person, diagndtis of alcoholism or
drug abuse, management, or treatment alternatives.
The major advantage of a computer-assisted PMP is Its
utility as both a teaching tool and a method of assess-
ment.

The followin erial, adapted from.Hunt (1979a;
1979b), may be helpful in pointing out the steps often
followed in developing a P.M,P. In preparation, m I
educators geed to obtain and review several MPs
from persons who have already produced them; in,
structors will also want to consult with other educa-
tors who have had success with the PMP method.
Reading indepth articles ockooks on producing PMPs

v.*
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school into the system. One such CAI case is entity

"Fatigue:: It presents a woman who is a ho±v;ife
and mother in an intact nuclear family; she is an
akqholic who complains vaguely to her physician of
fatigue. She has depression, hypeilipidemia, gastritis,
marital problems, and cliffitIllties with her children.
(NIAAA/NIDA 1978), Programmed at the Univer-
sity of Michigan Medical Center, "Fatigue" takes
about 1 hour for a student to complete at a corn-

also provides valuable information. It,is important to
realize that developing a PMP is %ery time consuming.
It is not uncommon for the entire process, especially
when it involves computer assistance, to take 6 months
to 1 year to complete.

S cific steps in producing a PIP include:

letting the problem
Plotting the decision sequences

Writing the scenario

Developing the sections

Testing the problem (working out the "bugs")
Planning the disclosure process

Scoring the problem

Computer assisted instruction CAI) is a very effec-
tive method of presenang a PMP. Currently, several
computer-simulated substance abuse patients are mail-
able. A telephone and a computer terminal tie any

pater keyboard terming
computer gives feedba
scores the interaction -o
CAI programs are .in

Small Group §tettings
Small groups are generally more effective than large,

discussions more effective than lectures, and student-
centered discussions more effectk e than instructor-.
centered discpssions for such learning goals as reten-
tion, application, problem soloing, attitude change,
and motivation for future learning (McKeachie 1971).
Students can learn from each other and gain an ap-
preciation of colleagues as resources. The group pro-
vides an opportunity for active student participation,

. personalize the learning process, and allows for excel-
lent instructor-student ratio,

,,t, group discussion in en educational setting shoul d
have a skilled leader to prevent its deterioration into
a "bull session." Efficient use of time is important to
each medical student and instructor. Flexible.but struc-

at his or her own .school. The
at the end of the session and
a number of variables. Other
e making. A newly funded

project at the State Un ity Newt Yatk Down-
state /Medical Center includes the developnient of ex-
tensi% e computer-assisted progratns in alcohol and drug
abuse. Cases will deal specifically with the diagnosis,
detoxification; treamient, and medical, management of
chemically dependent patients.

- t6

tuned small group discussions provide some of the most
stimulating and ,worthwhile learning experiences avail.
able. However, the instructor needs to have a clear
understanding of the group process, how to facilitate
group mivement by directional questions, encourage
participation, provide guidance and feedback, and
summarize what has been learnt& If the tea ter pos-
sesses limited skills in group dynarhics, it is essential
that he or she recruit persons who can provide that
expertise until the instructor feels competent and con-
fident using this mode of teaching.

It is necessary for the instructor or leader to estab
lish ground rules before the session begins. Ground
rules may inclgde specific information on time, objec-
tives, process, and expected condpct of participants.
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The following are suggestions kerning two im-
portant :content areas in which e small group dis-
cussion may be effectively used:

A
1. Discussion of previously presented material or ex-.

perience

'First experiences at an aleoholtes anonymous, Al.
Amin, or Alatien meeting. Medical students canoe
sent in pairs to community AA meetings and asked
to write a brief report of their feelings about their
enqounter ;vith recovering alcoholics. Upon corn-
pldtion of the assignment, small group discussions
may be used for processing information and feelings
and receiving feedback. Additional material, such as
"The Twelve Steps" or the *Twelve Traditions of
AA," can also be brought into the small group
setting.

Review articles. The small group setting can be a
time-saving and useful method for students to learn
of current scientific and programmatic literature.
The instructor assigns to each studint a limited
nufnber of articles or topics for review. In the

. group, the student summarizes his or her findings
for die.members who are then given the opportunity
to comment, ask questions, and discuss the material
presented. 1

Audiovisual material. It is advantageous to orient
the students prior to presenting a film, videotape, or
slides. The instructor should indicate the purpose of
presenting the particular subject matter, what stu-
dents should look for, and its future value to them
as practitioners. In the discussion following, care
sliould,he taken to a oid issues such as artistic merit,
camerawork, or er technical inane's.

2. Discussion group application ail implements?
,lion forums

It

I

a

Problem solving via case presentation. A written,
one-page case can be given to students rrior to the

discussion group meeting. :The group .leader, either

a medical student or flit instructor, can present the
case. Studenti are then free to discuss the details of
the case: its strong points, how it was handled, what
could have been done differently, and other perti-

-vent features *patient or c le can mifet with. the
(discussion group and ,,serve as resource person,

responding to questans, commenting on student
reactions, and providing firsthand knowledge and
understanding of chemical dependency. Students
find this interaction stimulating and broader*.
Care should be taken fo involve all of the groupl
not allow the visitor to monopolize 4 discusSion.

Grotrir tasks as application/implementation. it is

exciting to see medical students accept the cliallenge
of a specific group learning task. One appioach in-
volves small groups preparing a particular segment
of drug or alcohol abuse material. For example, a

'large medical student body could be divided into
four small groups, each assigned a Ii-minute pre-
sentation on a given topic. One group Might present
diagnostic criteria, another detoxification methods,
and another group treatment concepts. The instruc.
tor meets with each group to help students clarify
their objectives, limit the area covered, ind fotus on
the ntials of the presentation.. Again, it is impor-
ts that the instructor not dominate the task-

. orien d discussion session but rather 'facilitate the
pressrand provide the expertise.

The use of small discussion groups is4imited only by
one's imagination and creative planning. And planning
is the key word. For each discussingroup session un-
der consideration, the purpose, foffnat, and desired
outcomes of the meeting should be carefully planned.

171
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Audiovisual Utiliiation, -.

Selection of appropriate 16mm movies and video-
tapes has always been a difficult apd time- consuthing
task. Through, their monthly publication Projection, P

the Addiction ReseIrch.Foundation, Toronto, Ontario,
has elinpoated much' of the guekswork ,in selecting
quality aldiovisual material. Its au visual review
committee presents ratings for drug an alcohol abuse
films and videotapes produced in the Westehi World
The reviews are based on a six-point scale ranging
from very poor, poor, fair, good, and vety good to ex-
cellent. General categories include "Alcohol," "Drugs,"
and "Special Topics." Under "Special Topics" are
such diverse items as "Attitudes and Values," "Com-
munication," "Impaired Driving," "Industrial,P ,

"Law," "Professional Training," "Public Relations,"
"Sports," "Theory," "Treatment/Rehabilitation," and
"Trigger Films." The reviews include information
about tour ase rental price as well as availabil-,
ity.

ovies and video cassettes. A wide variety of moltr/
nd video cassettes are available in the field of al-

cohol and drug abuse. To use them wisely, one needs
to consider how well they contribute Witte objec-
tives of the course. If they are to be used to empha-
size k particular point or to raise the awareness a
the audience on a particular issue, it is important to
discuss the Alm or video cassette with students im-
mediately after it is shown. Questions about siudent
feeluvrand identification with characters are im-
portant. For example, if the film or video cassette

. arouses anger or suspicion, the instructor will need
to help the students examine thesg feelings or atti-
tudes. A film or video cassette should never fill in

4..
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for A block of time simplybbecause the instructor is
Ill prepared. See appendix B for an annotated selec-
tione.of available materials. re_

2. Tape-siidA program. Tape-slide programs have the
double impact of sound and image. There are nu-
inerou was in whichothey can be used effectively

. in the klcohol and drug abuse field, including:

a. Straightforward learning of basic principles, such
as diagnostic criteria for alcoholism and drug

. abuse, detoxification regimens; introduction to
treatment programs, etc.

b. Presenting reference material, for example, a
collecticin of slides and recordings of patient, in-
terviews or drug-use history taking

c. Listening to recording of historic or notable oc-
casions and people .

.
.,

cip. Catching up on content missed because of illness
or ''ablence; also supplemeniing learning after dis-
covery of gaps in knowledge

e. Self-testing that enables" the learper to check
whether he or she is ready to proceed to the next
step, or whether he /she has sufficient background
knowledge to begin, a particular course of study
(Craves and Graves 1979)

3. Audio cassettes. Audio cassettes have long been used
in all fields of continuing education. Their relative
low cost permits students to purchase them for their
own cassette libr4ries. Cassettes are especially useful
in bringing noted authorities to the students. As with
audiovisual aids, the instructor must be careful to
use audio cassettes only as auxiliary material and not
as a substitute for active discussion or expaiential
learning.i
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Appendix A 4

)

Physician Education in Substance Abuse:,
curriculum Objectives

This report, presents the work of the ANIERSA
I Committee or Substance Abuse. Teaching Ob.

jectives (Das is 1980, pp..2803'.. These objectis es are
not intended to mandate how all medical schools are
to teach abet substance abase. The definitely are
intended to comey the opinion of experts as to what
should be included in a medical curriculum on sub-'
stance abuse. The goal has been to make available a
broad scope of objectises to which schools can turn for
guislance,.both to maximize awl!' own 'strengths and
to cos er areas of reads eieakneis ssffile maintaining
minimum standards.

The objectises are grouped according to subject
arms that the committee found most helpful. They are
anIlllintended to be recommendations foi course or lec-. ture headings. Also, it is not felt that the order in
,which these objectises appear need be their order
in a medical schoolcurriNlum. Where the committee

4

I

4.

I

Curriculum Objectives

.1. Definitions

I. Define the following as they relate to substance,
abuse:

a. Abstihence
b. .Abuse
c. Abuse potential
d. Addiction .

e. Antagonism
f. Cross-dependence
g. Cross-tolerance
h. Dependeneec,

Ptepared by the carecr Teachers in Alcohol alit! Drug Abuse
and the Association for Medical Education, and Research in
Substance Abuse (AMERSAY, Donald I, Davis, JohnIE.
Fryer, Ronald S. Krug, Geary Alford, Kip; A. Keeley, Charles
Buchwald, Joel Solomon, Charles L. Whitfield, and Kirineth
S. Russell.

%

ee .
i

\
..,... N l

11.-1, laIen ,4 stjsnd is on establishing pr:orities within:
Atubject headings. These prioriti6 are-provided soled

for the betiefit of tliose cdirikilum committees and
teachers who,...may be relatisely new to,the field and
hale noel foirnulttted their own prioritiels dr deter.
iiin their own best dpproa.ches to the teaching of
cub nce abuse. Under each subjet t heading, there
ap ar first the "Os erall Objectis es. These are some-.
times, called terminal objectises and refer to goals'or
epeetations of students once thby lase i ompleted their
foirnal education. The oseiall obj.ctis es are followed
by a longer and more &tailed set i obiectises. often
c aillect cnablitiLT objectises, w hit h ar intended to pro-
side teachers with guidelines as to the tontent of their
teaching that. if taught. will accomplish the ()serail
objestise. These are guidelines whit li, through expori-

-cni-e. base appeared most helpful in des eloping cur;
rictIla in this often ignored. let crucial, area

21

i. Enzyme induction
j. Habitiiation
k. Idiosyncratic reatton
1. Misuse

Plivsical dependence

n. Potentiation.
Prevention: primary, secondary, tertiary

p. Psychoactive
.q. Psychological dependence
1 r. Synergism

o.

O

4-
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4.Tolei once : metabolic. pharmacorogic, behav-
ioral .

t. WithdawaPsayndrome

2. Describe various models of 'substance abuse (e.g.,
medico ntvll. learningernodel etc.' .-

3. Contrast the alcoholic vs. ,The pioblerodrinker.

4. Contrast the addict vs. time nonaddicted User._

i. Differentiati 141ween ti objective medicalvs
a moralistic understanding of "alcoholisp.ind
'Arm abuse.-.

6. ,List commonicriteria of substanceabuse vs. nO I
m terms of dutittion and frequert social co,
..equences. licit s.

- B. Epidemiology 7.--penetic

1. Outline to. conduct
and evaluate epideiniologie.studies of population
grotitis regarding substance abuse. incorporating
-incideiice, pneyalence, mortality. and morbidit): _

2. Desciibe e% idence .about rple of heredity in
the development of substani.e abuse

Winokur's, hypothesis and enzyme pol;mor
, a

3. list the incidence, pret a nee rates for use:Abuse
of :mous substances fort Nation and for
:elected population

rINQtiter char
diseases. itipati

f

of

A

b. Describe the reasons, for nutritional deficits
occurring with a high intake of alcohol. -

c. Describe the effect 6f alcohol on 'vitamin
metabolism, OarticularlyPyridoxal phosphate
1%titamin Bet, thiamine (vitamin B,l. ascor-

-hie acid and vitamin

.1)ilgrarn the majoonetibohc patilmays of al-
_collo! degradation ( include the major eFayilies).

3, Desc5ibe the physiology and.biocheinistry of de
penOnce and addiction. AO th. special reference
to the brain and liver.

Lisp tlie t ties of substances of abuse, as per
Gorldman a9d Gilrnam 1/.1st sow street names
tssociated with each of these types of substances.

5. For conurionly'abused drugs,tescribe or outlitce:

a. Dosage levels and therapeutic range
b. Common behavioral and physiological effects
c. Common behavioral and pksiological 'side

effeCts

d. Tbi pli)siOlogy of withdrawal .
,

e, The absorption, distriburioh. metabolism, and
elintinatibtr-

,

6. Exill4in firukdrug interactions among corn-
- mon4 abused substances, and betikeen theirpand

. (defined bt.'demogrophic presCript.icin drugs et a -kinft. List clinically
eristics. sOcli ariatfociated

_ significant examples,
tiotttPatignt,.et4.; , *

1.
,7. the -acme arid chronic Pathologic effects of

the `use Of;epiilimiolOgiiAtiAa, for the ,. cornipnli. abused drugs, the follow.ing*
,4gfiNet,tuttell'ar, . Progratn.

planning in, the' prevention.. 'detection,
treatment. .' ' . , '.. "."- a-. CNI.S.and.PNS i-

. .
s Ty/ Ck/,1-

: - -- c.. GI'macologv, PatholdgyV ,.'
, , '0' . - - P e . ',43. :Sliip ,
4, I .',13e able to do tbeffollo:ing: 1 - 4,:. Resplratnri . . ,)

.. - -!...-,
. :''' ' a, Compare aliohol mitrip %vith...carbn %: r , '1. gncirocAns.,..' .0'

drates, prAtens. acid fat.

.

, 140121a94)(40C:'/ 1414:

. .
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E. - Psychological FactorsH. Describe the ways in which detection technology
is applicable to diagnosis and treatment of sub-

- stance abusers.

9. Outline the pharmacologic action of disulfiram
in the presence of alcohol.

10. List various roots of administration and describe
the marked differences in the effects mentioned
in item 4 above. .

tl. List the common adulterants of street drugs.

12. List the naturally occurring substances in blood
that chemically resemble various drugs of abuse.

D. tfociocultural Factors

- I. Compare and contrast substance abuse patterns
in ghettos, suburban arras, and among medical
sc hoof fac ulty . Outline a pre% entkeprogra,m for
each.

2. Evaluate the role of peepressurejirthe preven-
tion, development. and maintenance of sub

.
stance abuses

3. Describe factors that make physicians particu-
larly susceptible to abuse of specific substances.

4. Discuss health care as a mechanism for!address-
ing the needs of deviants (not in the negative
sense) in our society. Include the points of "cor-
rectional theory" vs. "labeling."

3. Describe the ways in which cultural factors in-
fluence the use of various substances, using
the following groups: Italians, Jews, ish, -
French;Oinese, and ghetto blacks. '

6. Describe the ways in which, the ritual or reli
gious ustof a substanee'relates to the develop-
ment or preventiOn ofabuie and dependence.

7. Describe economit, and political issues that con-
tribute to thc, growth and 'stability of substance
abuse.

I

10

1, Describe the concept a the addictive personal-
ity and ,the controversy surrounding it.

2. Describe the concept of substance "abuse as a
symptom of an underlying emotional disordyr.

3. Apply learning theory (e.g.., classical, operant
conditioning, etc.) to the phenomenon of sub-
stance dependence.

4. DesCribe how drugs as stress-coping mechanisms
can affect various phases of the individual life-.
cycle.

5. Describe the ;Ole of denial as a defense mecha-
nism in the substance abuser.

6. Compare and-contrast tly.e concepts-of suicide,
self-destructive beliasior, and substance abuse'

7.* Describe the conceal of self-medication of em"*.e"
tionai, behavioral, Tathological symptoms. In-
clnde in the description deer disturbance, de.
pression; anxiety states, psychotic disorddis, and
personality disorders.

8. List nonRharmacologic factors' (e.g., set, setting*
and placebo) as contributing to the occurrence
of, an acute toxic (both positive' anti negative

toxicity) drug resporise. Explain the contribute
tions of preexisting psychosocial pathology and
current life and interpersonal stresses.

9. Explain how substapce 'abuse can be a fprm of
coping and adaptationalskill developmbnt. . .

10. Describe psylhodynamic theories (e.g., drive and .;
anxiety reduction) of the phenomenon Of sub- '

'stance abuse.

11. Describe how the behaior patterns and lifesyles
. of substance abusers predispose them to

prevarication.
or

.23 . .
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12. in aly.given patient there is a cauplex inter
action of psychologic, social, and pharmacologic

. .factors. Compare wind contrast at least four con-
ceptual models, explaining the relgion of thee

4

factors tome. addiction procesl..

F. Diagnosis and Treatment of Overdose
' .

LisAhe expected pathophystology of ocfrclose
- from each of the separate substances of abuse.

2. Describe the appropriate phamiacologic, pay -

chologic, and s pportive inteagetion witgover-
, dose from e eh of the separate subslances

abuse.. .
a ogle

.
3, List expected psycho

dose froth each
abuse.

..
thologie stmes"witli over-

the separate itbstance.sk of
r

1

4. Iis?the signs found on physical examination of
overdose to each of the substances of 'abuse.
Describe the continuum of signs present with
loWtivs. high doses of the substance. .

i. Outline theiiifferential diagnosis of skull injim
hypoglyceinia, diabetes, sti4ce". 'etc,. and. d

..overdose or ttnicity. 4 %

Outline the specific treatrnent for recurrent
seizures from drug overdose.

CC Diagnosis and Treatment of Withdrawal States

1. List the expected pathophysiolog) of withdraival
from each of the separate substances of abuse

2. Describe the appropriate pharmacologic, psycho-
' logic, or 'Apportite inter ention with withdrawal

.from each of the separate substances of abuse.,

3. List. the expected ps}chopathologic states with
withdriwal from each of the separate substanc
of abuse. .

4. List the signs found on ithysica l. exaftination
I

. 1

4

, q

I-

..

v.ithrlrawal from all of the substances/of. abuse.
Desc.ribe the continuum of signs present %,iith in
creasing dosage of the substance.

5. istiseeral medical complications that pia) u -
cornpany or precipitate withdrawal.

6. List the substances of abuse that have no with- .-
drawal symptoms.

,

Describe the settings, procedureskand persons

necessary to treat withdrawal from the, various
substances of abuse.

7.

I

Outline the speetfic treatment for recurrent sei-
zures from drug withdrawal.

Outline the,basic steps in the differedfial aiag-
nosis of recurrent seizures that may he related to
Use of substances.

4
H, Diagnosis and Treatment of Substance Abuse q

; 1.. Describe the clinical aspects of substance abusers

i that might arouse feelings, such as anger, fear,
and anxiety,, in the physician, and how these
feelings might !Cad to inhibitions about
tte'atthent. . ,

2. Desciibe the phenomenon of relapse in'sub
stance abuse and its implications for treatment.

3. Describe how the concept of cnntinuity.of care
applies to the sobstancoabuling patient.

..Describe the spectrum of effects (signs and
symptoms) Of intoxication with each of the suh-
stances of abuse.

5. Having aetected intoxication, outline the ex
tended common course of treatment available
irresisective of th; substance invoIved.

6. Describe the signs, symptomspsychopathology,
and diagnostic criteria fik chronic dependence
in each of the major categories of substances of

. 24
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abuse. Desfibt the common fat tors in chronic
dependence.'

7. OutlInest'a substance abuse history and how it
' should be taken to include presenting problems.

history of dependency, genetic factors, earl) de'
tclopmental experiences. and social factors.

8. Given the realities of denial. prevarication, and
andaiack bf collaboration in treatment by sub-
itarice.abusing patients, descrihe an approach

4 to stippOrtive, nonrejecting confrontation of pa.
tie:414th substance abuse problems that would
facilitateappropriate treatment inter% ention.

. a
9. Describe approaches of ihterverition with the

,physician nho'sks_beeerne ritsfunctional from
'AubstAnce a,bitse.

10. Descrtbe practices for thesafe ands efficacious
prescribirivf arid-us pschoactite substances.
In hide &attend fre.querics, course of drug. eln

sip on Donpharmacologic therapies, and spec-.
inCii) of target symptoms for which drug is

.used. .

H. For .the emergenq treatment of possible drug
related r.Onditions. outline the bask _steps in

4 diagnosis and the ,priorities in treatment of

o N...r

dr
14. Outline hat ilium be covered in a psychosocial

histors toladequatels rule out the presence of
'a

coma 'patients, emphasizing vital support
,, system . respiratory, cardiovascular. TVs, uri-

nary output. etc.. and specific antidotes. e.g.,
naloxone.

12. is ,/aeletst six findings on physical examination
that would be either pathognomonic of, or high-
ly suggestit-e of. current dryg use, intoxication.
or wit)idmwal.

,

13. Lis( speCificeedical complications of chronic
drug able: 11 At would be detected on a general
ilttsical examination.

he _

0

social consequences of substance abuse, w=ith em-
phasis on (1) work history, (2) marital difficul-
ties, (3) repeated accidents. (4% jegal problems.
and (5) social difficulties.

15. List at least ke treatment referral alterriatital
for substance-abusing persons. Outline an ade-
quale referral to each of these facilities.

16. Compare and contrast the'positions that recom-
mend 'the cautious use vs. the at,oidance of
psychoactive drugs in the treatment of substance
abuse, with particular reference to never aa-
dicted. presently" addicted., and pre% iouls ad-.
dieted individuals.

17. Describe three central points in the course of
evaluation and treatment where family involve-
ment can be of benefit.

18. Describe hot* to moth ate substance-abusing
patients. Include problem areas, appropriate
and inappropriate,reinforcers, current personal-
ity variables. AA referral. religious supports
availfible. etc.

19. List at least four criteria of success of treatment
of the substance abuser.

20. Desiribe why pharmacologic intervention may
frequentNbe inappropriate in certain cases of
intoxication.

21. Describe the implications for treatment of the
concepts: "the patient is t. substance abuser"
and "the patient has a substance abuse prob-
lem."

22. Describe the principles of crisis intervention,
therapebtic community, and chemotherapeutic
approaches for substance abusers. Compare and
contrast these approaches, including their ap-
plications in outpatient vs. inpatient settings.

23. List three questtons that u ould be useful to

25
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determine what substances of abuse an individ-
ual might be using.

24. Describe social networks as contributors to sub.
12, stance ibuse problems and as positive resources

in the treatment strategy for the substance abus-
ing patient.

25. The therapeutic approaches to the drug-using
patient are multificeted and multidisciplinary.
The major strategies ,are sociotherapeutic, psy-
chotherapeutic, and chemotherapeutic. Dan.
ehte the modalities and outline factors that
would be indications for each pl. these therapies.

26. List special issues that are encountered in the
consultative role to other physicians in their
work with the substance abusing patient.

27. Explain the inditations and limitations of each
' Alf the following three possible outcomes of psy-

chiatric consultation for the substance-abusing
patient; (a) improved treatment by primary
care phniciafis and staff; (b) acceptance of the

patient for treatment by the consultant; (c) re-
Terral to another treatment agency.

28. Compare and contrast cjitdria for and outcome
of treatment for drug withdrawal . (a) in hos:
pital and (b) ambulatory.

29. Evaluate' the relative proghosn.of persons who
4,4 are substance abusers. Include the dimensions

of type of drug, age, sex, edge-chronic, and '
different treatment modalities.

'30. List at least 10 subtle signs (other than drug
taking behaviors) of incipient or recurrent
abuse.

for"the

A

31. Complete the
al

following table regarding direct
nj indirect medical complications of each tate-

gory major drugs of abuse;

/

26
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Organ
system

a

MediCal
comp- Treatment

dad

Acute
Intoxication _

Acute
Withdrawal

- .

Long-term
Addiction .

32. Outline the apparent prenatal and neonatal
complications of maternal substance abuse.

33. Descriie the results of specific diagnostic tests,
such as urinalysis, Breathalyzer, blood drug
levels, and blood chemistries, which would sug-
gest acute and chronic substance abuse or with-
drawal

I. Legal -- ,Ethical Hist orical Aspects

1. Define the current DEA categoffes of drugs;
demonstrating understanding of their develop-
ment and rationale and where a listing of these
categories may be found.

2. List the Federal and State rules for prescription
writing in each of the DEA categories.

3. Describe the specific laws as they relate to man-
cal practice for the following:

a. Physiciantpatient communications
b. Prescribing practices
c. DWI, public intoxication
d. Commitment and transfer procedures
e. "Impaired physician" laws
f. Breathalyzer, blood alcohol level analyses, and

urine drug analyses.

4. Explaiii the medical ethics issues involved in the
treatment of a substance dependent paticals (e.g.,
confidentiality, detection/treatment, and re-
search),.
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S. Outline the historical appearance and progres-
sion of use.of alcohol, opium, marijuana, to-
bacco, sedatis e-hypnotics, amphetamines, and
hallucinogens, and the various treatment ap-
proaches to treatment 15f abuse of these sub.
stances.if

6. Describe how drug and alcohol use by physicians
influences tfieir practice.

7. Describe the legal measures that has e been used
historically to control the abuse of substances.
Include the effects they base had.

8. Demonstrate an understanding of the Uniform
.tkoholism .ket and the Narcotic .1ddiction Act
impact on health care and research prat

...

.

J. Prevention

I. Demonstrate an understanding of primary, sec.
. ondary, and tertiary prevention in relation to

.
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substance abuse (e.g., legal measures, 'educa-
tional methods, environmental manipulations.
substitute preparations, technological control ..

2. Describe the role of various secondary/tertiary
prevention models, such as industrial prograins,
courtrelated programs, and fetal ,substance
abuse detection programs, on the early detection
of substance abuse. .

.

3. List six ways in w hicitattitudes of a behavior to
and patients by house staff physicians influence

the-development by medical students of sound
.clinical skills in the treatment of substance abuse

.patients. .
.

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the role of the
physician prescribing practice in the preyention
of substance abuse.

5. Outline a program of substance abuse preven-
tion for the prevention a physician dysfunction
from substance abuse, :

r
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I. Alcoholism /Alcohol Abuse
Film} (16mm; color)

Slight Drinking Problem,1477
. 25 min.: rent or purchase

Availability:

Norm Southerly Produasiusw
1709 E. 28th
Long peach, ,' 90806

S) nopsis :

The troubles that befall an alcoholic are exacerbated
1) his m We's reactions and her attempts to deal with
him. With the help of Al-Anon. she begins to deal with
her own life.

Use
Excellent for demonstrating the %Wile of self-help
groups such as Al-Anon.

Cause the Effect f;4flect the Cause, 1973 -
23 min.; rent or purchase --N.,
Availabilitve
American Htal Association
Film Library
840N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago. IL 60611

Synopsis:
Five hospital staff members and a police officer are
confronted with an intoxicated patient. Each responds
diffierently: each has a different effect on the patient's
behavior. The film his three discrete parts, each seg-
ment' followed by questions pertaining to staff be-
havior and attitudes.Use:.
Frmocative, stimulating discussion aboute-itistorl.
and proper medical ancYethical management of thii

patient. Also good for presenting the attitudes toward
"an intoxicated person that can exist among hospital
and law enforcement staff.

Doetor,You're Been Lied To,1978
27 min.; free loan (not available for purchase)

Ayerst Laboratories
685 Third Ave.
New York. NY 10017

Synopsis;

Filins actor Patrick O'Neal, a recovering alcoholic,
offers guidelines on identifying and confronting the
alcoholic patient. The format h interviews with phy-
sicians and alcoholic patients. Information on the use
of disulfirsam (Antabuse) is given at the cnd of the
film.

Use:

Since A3erst Laboratories manufactures Antabuse,
this film is one of the best sources of information on
prescribing this deterrent drug for recovering
alcoholics. .

28

Francesca Baby, 1976
46 min.: vent or fpurchasej-

-

Walt Disney Educational Media
5001. Buena Vista St. -

Burbank. CA 91500 '

Synopsis:

A mother's exces.te d nking causes social and emo-
tional problems forlier autthters. The mother eve
tually goes to Alcoholics .knonymous, Based on a
of the same title.
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Use:

Although long, the film is good for deinonstrating the
predicament of the teen children of alcoholics and the
role Alateen can play in helping them resolve their
problems.

4

Soft Is the Heart of a Child, 1978
20 min.; rent or purchase

slt
Availability:
Operation Cork
P.O. Box 9550
San Diego, CA

Synopsis:
Family violence, child abuse, and neglect are depicted
in a believable setting. An alcoholic father convinces
his wife to join him in drinking. The film illustrates
such themes as the family consequences of drinking,
community paralysis, women as battered spouses and
drinkers, children as victims and emissaries to the com-
munity, the role of the school, and enabling.

Use:
Demonstrates the effects of alcoholism on the family.
Each of the three children responds almost predictably.
Highly .eeommended for medical students. ,

,

/

'

r
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*

,shown undermining the efforts of the other to gain
control over the woman's problem. First of a tpo-part
series with The Intervention.

Use: ,

Good for demonstrating the dynamics of the chemiCally
dependent Until} and the process of enabling.

le. .

The intervention, lg78
28 min. :rent or purclase

,.._ Availability;

The Johnson 'adrift
10700 Olson Memorial Hwy.
Minneapolis, MN 55441

The En krs, 1978
23' ; rent or purchase

Availability:
The Johnsoit insiitute

. 10700 Olson Memorial Hwy.
. Minneapolis, MN 55441

Synopsis: . t
The Well-intentioned behavior of family, friends, and a
supervisor helps an aldtholic mother-wife-employee-

4 neighbor to continue her drinking. Each person close
o to the woman suffers yet seems unable to break out of

a seffpdefeating pattern of interaction, each person is

f

Synopsis:.
Second in a series with The Enablers, in this film. the
husband joins forces with the glipervisbr to gather to-
gether family and friends for coercive, constructive
confrontation of an alcoholic wife- mother- employee-
friend. The process of setting up such a confrontation
is demonstrated, including the pitfalls to successful.
preparation.

Use:
Excellent for supplementing The Enabler's, for demon-
strating enabling family dynamics, intervention, and
teamwork. Also good for'clernonstrating haw one can
help the emissary from a troubled family to motivate
a chemically dependent person to seek treatment.

. - I

.

.
The Secret Love of Sandra Blain, 1976
27 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:
-..

Hollywood Enterprises
6060 Sunset i3lvd.
Hollywood, CA 90028

Synopsis:

the first in a three.part series, The Secret Lace of

.. 29 -,

. -
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Sandra Blain` is the con. incing story of a middle cIass
housewife whose hidden drinking becomes obvious to
her family and friends. Denial by Sandra and her hus-
band limits the effectiveness of therapy. Eventually the
alcoholism becomes so severe that denial no longer
helps Sandra deceive herself or those around her.

, .Nn excellent introduction to alcoholism and the middle
class housewife. The film elucidates denial as one of the
key factors in alcoholism.

The New Life of Sandra Blinn, 1976
27 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:

Norm Southerly PrOductions
1709 B. 28th
Long Beach. CA 90806

Synopsis:

Because of Sandra's alcoholism, she is denied custody of
her children. She begins to drink again. The frustration

ith drinking problems e.eritually turns Sandra back
tow and treatment. This lm hte second in the Sandra
Blain series. -

Use:

Useful in pointing out that relapses often occur in alco-
holism treatment, but they need not cause despair.

Lisa; The Legacy of Sandra Blain, 1979
22 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:
Aims instructional Media
626 Justin Ave.
Glendale, CA 91201

Synopsis: ,
Sandra Blain's daughter, Lisa, starts down the heavy
drinking road following her mother's death. Lisa can-

4

a

not be corwinced she has a pioblem. Lisa is'thc third
part of the Sandra Blain series.

Use: I
Points out the fact that children who have one or more
alcoholic parent arc in a high risk group. Emphasis is
on identifying "the problem" in oneself.

Video Cassettes

Alcohol and Drug Awe Among Phylicie4u, 1979
52 min. or two 26-minute showings: purchase

Availability:

Biomedical Communications Department
Tulane University *hoof of Niedicine
1430 Tulane Ave.
New Orleans. LA 70112

30

Synopsis: /-- .

This %ideo cassette records candid, unrehearsed inter.
.iews with to rehabil4ited doctors and their wives
about their personal experiences ith alcohol and drug
abuse. The doctors 'and' their mi. es honestly reflect on
past problems of subsqnce abuse and difficulties in re-
habilitation in relaticfn to the family and practice of
medicine. 'Recorded 'before an audience of medical
students, their questions add to the spontaneity of the
film.

Use:

An excellent toff( for promoting discussion of suseepti-
bility to ialeohiel or drug d8pendence and encourages
conipassion 56r colleagues, as well as patients, with
drinking antd drug problems.

Akohoitics Anonymous: An Inside Vietv,1979
28 in .. rent as 1.6mm or long-term lease as .ide4
Cat to
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Availability.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Box 459 .
(;rand Central Station
New York. NY 10163

Synopsis:
%I

This v ides, cassette takes the %lesser inside a variety of
.1.1 meetings, from the smallest. intimate closed meet-
ings to the large. open ones It emphasizes the idea that
1.4 is a way of life: Any tune two members get

together there is an .1.1 meetinu. ,

Use:

1n excellent introduction to Alcoholics Anopyrnous;
especially helpful for medical students prior to their
visiting any AA lumina

Al&oholion and the Plosrclan i four-part series ) . 1981'
Video cassette or 16mm film: free loan or purchase

.Mailability:
Operation Cork
8939 Villa La Jolla Dr.
San Diho. CA 92037 '
(7141 432-5716

Synopsis:

Through personal interviews and narration. Attitudes
follows a physician from childhood through adulthood,
showing how his attitudes toward alcoholics were
forded. The development of patient attitudes is also
explored. 22 min.

In Early,Diagnosis, a % arietl of cases are presented in
an intervitw setting. The video cassette demonstrates
the undeRietection of alcoholism because of the lack of
blatant pathologies in the early phases of alcoholism. It
also details appropriate and inappropriate responses to
patients during interviews. 20 min..

Confrnting the Diagnosis, initiating the Treatment

)

/ ' 4

v

.

uses the interview format to present appropriate physi-
cian responses to denial, referral techniques, and pa-
tie?rt\frparticipation in treatment techniques. 18 min.

The hysician's Role in Rehabilitation elucidates sev- .

eral treatment modalities, outlines the natural history
iirihe rehabilitation process, and relates this process to

the physician'srole in treatment. 20 min.

Use:
A challenging series for students, undergraduate or
graduate, who have had little exposure to alcoholism
and alcoholism 'treatment modalities. Attitudes is an
excellent statement on attitude ,deveiopment; Early
Diagnosis is very helpful to students who are learning
how to do early diagnosis or to interview effectively.

31
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Decriminali zation of Alcohol Abuse' Intake Procedures
in the Emergency Room, 1976

33:12 min.: rent or purchase

Decriminalization of Ali hol Abuse: Control Tech-
niques, 1977 ....\
38:50 mill:: rent or purchase .,,

Decriminalization of Alcohol Abuse: Medical Treat=.
ment of Acute Alcoholism, 1978
44 min,; rent or purchase

Availability:
Larry W. Monson
Director, Bureau of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
Department of Health and Social Services
1 W. Wilson St., Room 434
Madison, WI 53702

Synopsis:

This series of three video cassettes is designed to eluci-
date intake procedures in theemergency room as well
as medical. (drug) management of the acute alcoholic.

V

I
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" Intake Procedures details how emergency 'room per-
sonnel can obtain a drug-use history and how their
attitudes and approaches,to the patient affect the pa-
tient's response.

The second cassette Control Technigtresdemonstrates
techniques for restraining a violOnt patient. A psychi-
atrist explains the necessity for restraint and the proper
use of "leathers."

Medical Treatment outlines the use of ben
to control detoxifiiation problems. A discu on with a,e
physician focuses on correct dosages and medical man,
agement.

Use:
Good introduction to ememency care of the intoxicated.
patient. Excellent for first-year medical students as well
as other preprofessiond students. Useful in nservire
training or nursing and paraprofessiOnal staff

4

Identification of the Alcoholic Patient, 1978
22 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:

Department of Family Practice
University of Michigan School of Medicine.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

.P' 4

Synopsis: ,

Dr. Michael Liepman conducts a skillful interview
using a student to portray a young patient in the early
phase of alcoholism. Demonstrating a sensitive ap-
proach to the denial mechanism, interviewer en-
ables the patient to start takinga hottest look at
himself.

Use:
Good as ah introduction to interviewing alcoholic
patients as well as obtaining a drdg -use history; appro-

priate for firstor second year reedirai students.

I

417

It All Adds Up, 1979
11 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:

Marketing Department
Addiction Research Foundation

-33 Russell St.
Toronto, Canada M5S 2S1
"(416) 595-6056

Synopsis:

This documentary video cassette explores the problem
of alcohol consumption. Comparing countries, the nat.
razors discuss the growth of alcohol use as well as dif-
ferent forms of legislation that have been introduced to
regulate it.

Use:

Very useful in pointing out international and legal
issues surrounding alcohol consumption, not a key
tape, however, if course time is limited. .

The Physician's Role: The Diagnons and Management
of Alcoholism and AkoholRelated Disorders, 1977
(A five-part training prograhrt developeclby the Alco-
hol and Drug Depend Clinic, Memphik Me tal
Health Institute, University of Tennessee Cente ler
the Health Sciences; available in 5-hour video, tte
or audio cassette; keyed to print materials.)

Current Trends in Alcoholism. 58:45 min.
Acute Phase of Akohdlinn. 39:45 min.
Sub-A4ute Phase of Alcoholism. 47:15 min.
Chronic Phase ,of Alcoholism. 51:15 min.
Patient Confidentiality. 28:17 min.
Aftercare. 28: j9 min.

Availability:

The Southern Area Alcohol Education and Training
Program, Inc. (SAAETP)

4875 Powers Ferry Road, NW
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Atlanta, GA 30329
(404) 252-6811

Video cassette, five-part lecture and demonstration
series: (Code No. SA-506) : $1,500 (Specify for-
mat : ;4 Inch, VHS, or Betarnax)

Audio cassette, five-part lecture and demonstration
series: (Code No. SA-507) : $175.

The Physician's Role- -Print Materials

Program Manual-A Guide for the Physician (Code
No. SA 501) : $20.

Acute PhaseEmergency Room and Alcohol-Related
Disorders (Code No. SA-502) : $10.

Sub-Acute PhaseMedical Disorders (Code No. SA-
503) : $111

Chronic PhaseLbng-Term Management of the Alio-
holic Patient (Code No. SA-504) : $10.

Assessment, Test, and Evaluation Manual (Code No.
SA-505) $15.

Synopsis:

,

2

complete package for the continuing eduication of
physicians and other medical professionals, The Physi-

.. clan's Role provides both an overview of alcoholism
and criteria for treatment, along with education on the
effects of alcohol on the.body, understanding the three
stages of alcoholism, emergency problems, cliagnosii-
and alcohol-drug history, training in phannicological
approaches, aftercare, and assertiveness training.

Use:

Clef presentation of accurate and current informa-
tion. Particularly useful to medical - edncaton as a
source of lecture material. Valuable resource to in-
structors of practicing physicians.

it
The Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome. Diagnosis, 1977
10 min.; rent or purchase

.vailability:
Department of Psychiatry
Baylor College of Medicine
1200 Moursund
Houston, TX 77030

Synopsis:

Taped in the new born, intermediate care nursery of
a large mercy hospital, this video cassette presents the
diagnosis of the neonatal abstinence yndrome through
history, laboratory findings, physical and
clinical behavior.

Use:

An excellent video cassette that clearly outlines diag-
nostic procedures for detecting the neonatal abstinence
syndrome. Directed by two outstanding neonatologists,
this tape is very helpful as an introduction to the cline
iral problems of neonatal with diawal from chemicals.

The Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome: Management of
,1 he Acute Phase and Complications, 1977

2 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:
Department of Psychiatry
Baylor College of Medicine
f200 Moursund
Houston, Texas 77030

Synopsis:

The Neonatal' Abstinence Syndrome discusses and
demons't'rates the medical management of a chemically
dependent woman's infant. It describes conservative
measures such as temperature control, diminishing
sensory input, swaddling, and frequent feeding. The
use of medication, including indications, choke of
drugs, and the treatment regimen, is outlined. Recognt-
Lion and treatment of complications are also discussed.

*4.
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Lse:

Provides a sound ba,sis for effective manageinent of
this medical problem when used in conjunction with

companion tape. The Neonatal Abstinence Syn-
drome: Diagnosis. Most appropriate for students in
their clinical rotations in obstetrics and pediatrics.

Slide Programs/Filmstrips

Alcohol Use and Its. Medical Consequences, 1981

IA three-part series productd by Operation Cork \

MilnerFenwick, Inc.
2125 Greenspring Dr.
Timonium, MD 21093
(800) 08-8652

Biochemistry, Pharmacology, and Tcmicolog) of se

Alcohols. 49 slides: $100
Alcohol and Ole Liver. 59 slides: $115
pematologic Complications of Alcohol Use: 40 slides:

1 $85

Synopsis:

This slide series presents a clear. concise overview of
the biochemistry, pharmacology, toxicology, and liver
liathologies as well as hematologic complications of
alcohol use. .

Use

Among the best available, this accurate and beautifully
illustrated series is especially useful for students in tie
basic sciences. Highly recommended for any level df
medical education.

Ten Weapons,Against Indian Alcoholism, 1975

Availability:r

Brigham Young University
Media Marketing
WSTAD
Provo, UT 84602
(801) 3;8-4071

Synopsis':

This series of 10 film strips deals with three
alcohol problems among native peoples: cornmu
resources, treatment, and prevention.

The Community Akoholism Coordinating Council
shows a group of native people working together to

"coordinate all the resources in their community that
deal with alcohol prob'ems.

Beforf It's Too Late outlines one native community's
approach to setting up a youth alcoholism council.

.1
A Commitment to Sobriety: Antabuse outlines how
antabuse works in conjunction with alcohol.

Courage to Change the 'Things I Can describes one
man's attempt to start an AA group on his reservation.

I Want to Live is a case study of a man with an alcohol
problem.

111/2 Try for Tomorrow teals with poor self-concept and its
relationship to abusive drinking.

The Recovery centre features three halfway houses for
native peoples in the western United States.

To Say No presents the reality of pee' pressure to drink
among native teenagers.

. Taking the bard Way shows a young mart who refuses
to drink despite a drinking milieu.

Another Way reinforces a young in`allPligisire to quit
drinking.

Use:

Highly specialized series thitt highlights alcohol prob-
lems among native peoples. Previe is available and is
r*ornmenied .
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II. Drug Abuse
Films (16mm; color)

Born, with a Habit, 1977
30 min.; rent or purchase, .
Availability:

Documentaror Learning
ti Edward A. Mason, M.D.
-Director
Harvard Medical School
58 Fenwood Road,
Boston, MA 02115%,

Synopsis:

A numbef of physiological, psychological, and social
problems are associated with the birth of children to
rtarcotie.addieted mothers.

Use:-
Recommended to help medical students understand
the attitudes of women with addicted babies as well as
the attitudes of healthcare professionals. '

Eider Ed, 1977
30 min.; rent or purchase

Availability:

Order GSA
National Archives and Record, Service
Washington,C 20409
(30i) 763-1896

Synopsis:

Eider Ed is a thiee-part film dealing with the problems
associated with prescription drugs and the elderly. The
first part deals with the "new world" of/drugs, which
is confusing to some elderly person& The second part
deals with buying drugs wisely and includes a discus-
sion with pharmacists regarding generic vs. brand

3;

40

names. The final segment of the film outlines ways tb_..."
keep track, of how the_ drugs are being taken- (com-
pliance).

Use:
Highly recommended as one of the few good' films
available on the subject of prescriplion drugs and-the
elderly. Provides medical students with information
that will be helpful in treating elderly patients.,

Gate u Dehd, 1973

44 min.; rent or purchase

Availability?
British Broadcasting Corp.
135 Maitland St.
Toronto, Canat
Synopsis:

The opening scene is of the funeral of a 19- year -old
who has died of a heroin overdose. Some of the 14
institutions where she spent her life are shown. Final
interviews are with her friends, all heroin addicts.

Use:
Although rather long, this is a real "eye-opener" for
those who have never seen a "real" heroin addict.
Good for first course material.

Treatment of Army Drug Overdose.1972
32 min.; free loattbr

Eli Lilly and Company
,Indianapolis, IN 46206

Synopsis: .

The film describes in detaiLtechniques for emergency
treatment of drug overdose victims . P
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Use:
Usable in beginning couises in alcohol and drug abuse;

g, not phirmicologically oriented. Sontewhatdated-

< 4
Valium, 1977:. _ .

18 rditil.rent or'puichise .
.

Carousel Farris, Inc.
1501' Broadway
New York, NY 10036

Synopsis

" t
c

. -

In this documentary, the extent of Valium uie and its
effects are- discussed. The film concludes that:cloctors
should be /More responsible in prescribing this drug!
and patients should be more careful in accepting Ir.

Use: ,
Excellent for poiittipg,out pitfalll of cAerprescribing.
Fits s e11 wiih:ani phartnaco/Ogieal subject matter at
the undergraduate or 'giaduate level. ,

.1"
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Video Cassettes

Keip ta of the Reach of Adultc, 1974
; 50

Availability:

C.T.V. Television Network, Ltd.
Educational Film Distribution Department
Attention: Ms. Vicki -Blake
42 Charles Si, E*,,,
Toronto, Canada ivI4Y 1T

Synopsis:
"1,t

This %Idea Cassette outlines 'hots Canada has becbme
a nation of pill poppers, examines the ethics of ader-
tising, and inquirei into the go. ernnient's role in regu-
lating nonprescription drugs.

L'se: -

Although -Imo long for classroom use, makes a good
ac juvct to any medical 4,ourse on chemical abuse.
Canadian focus is not a drassback 'for U.S. audiences.

-, ,
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Appendix C T , ;
OtherTeaching Ritateria s/Resource
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I Mateilaie
ADDICTION RESEARCH POUNIATION and ONTARIO MED-

ICAL ASSOCIATON Diagnosis and Treatment of
Alcoholism for Primary Care Physicians. Toron:
to; Alcoholism and Drug Addiction,Research
Foundation, 1978. $1.95 each. Copies avail -'
able from Xfdriteting Services, Addiction, Re-
sear'cli Foundation, .33 Russell St., Toronto,
Canada M5S 151.

..AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. Drug Abuse; A
Guide for the Primary Care Physician. Monroe,

. . WI: Amerjcan Medical Association, 1981.117
each. Copies available from Order Dhpartmeni
OP-323. American Medical Association, P.O.
Box 821, MonroeXt 53566.

ssIERICAN' MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. Manual on Alcohol-

4. ism.. 3rd rev. ed. Monroe, WI: American Med-
al z.ksso. elation, 19,77. Copies available from

0 er Department OP-185, American Medical
t Association, POI Box 821, Monroe,-WI 53566.

%imams, T. 'an ouzo; s. Subject journal res ieu .
Drug an tohol abuseperiodicalk. BehoLioral
and Socia Sciences Librarian I. 59-77 1979.
This is an excellent review of substance abuse
periodicals and the emphasis of each.

CAREER TEACHERS IN ZhCOlIOL AND DRUGABUSE. CUT.

TCII( !kV of Interest in ethe Field of Alcohol
and Drup Abuse, by Bentko, J. Brooklyn!
Career Teachers in Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
1980. Single copies available from Career
Teacher Center. Downstate Medical Center,
450 Clarkson Ave.: Box 32, Brooklyn, NY
11203.

ftyvts. ri C. Diagnosis and management of the alcohcilic
patient. Rhode Island Medical Journal 63:1-3.

' 1980. Single copies of this article are available
free from tile Nationfl Clearinghouse for Alco-

.

hol Information, P.O. Box 2345. Rockville. MD
20852 Oliier No. RP0301).

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.,
Division of Alcoholism. The- Office Treatment
of the Alcoholic Patient, by Mullin, C.S. Bos-
ton: Massachusetts D paitment of public
Health, 1978. Single co es available free from
Diyision of Alcoholism, chusetts Depart-
ment of Public Health.., 755 Boylston St., Bos-
ton, MA 02116.

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR ALCOHOL INPORIKA

non, Healtrofessions Education Project.
Medical AlssesTels for Educators in Alcohol and
Drug Abuse, 1980. Single copies available free
from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol
Information, P.O.. Box 2345, Rockville, MD -

20852 (Order No. RPO3P8).

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ,POR ALCOHOL INFORMA-

'mot, Health Professions Education Project.
The Primary Care .Physician and the Patient
wish Alcoholism, by Clark, W. D.,.1980. Single
copies available free- from the National Clear-
inghouse for Alcohol Information, P.O. Box
2345, Rockville, MD 20852 (Order No. RPO-.
305).

NATIONAL INSTITUT& ON DRUG ABUSE. Substance Abuse

Knot;sledge Suruey for Medical Students and
Physicians. Rockville, MD: NIDA, 1977. Sin-
gle copies are available free from the National
Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information, P.O.
Box 2345, Rockville, MD 20852 (Order No.
RP0304).

POKORNY, A., PUTNAM, P.; and PRYER, 3. E. Drug Abuse

and Alcoholism Teaching in U.S. Medical and
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Osteopathic Schools, 1975-197V In: National'
Institute on Drug Abuse Akoltal and Drug
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Abuse in Medical Eduation, Galanter, M. E.,
ed. Rockville, MD: NIDA, 1980. pp. 7-19.

, Single copies of this article are available free
from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol
Infolmation, P.O. Box 2345; Rockville, MT)
20852 (Order No. RP0303)."

PROJECT0OORKA DARTMOUTH MEDICAL SCH,p0L. An An-

. notated Reference List on Akohil and Sub-
stance Abuse for Medical Educators, 1980. Sin-

H. Resources
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell St.
Toronto, Canada M5S 251
(807) 595-6000

The Addiction Research FouLlation offers a numlier
of educatidcial Materials for sale,loduding pamphlets,
fact sheets, books, and audiovisual products. Two pe-
riotficals are plib,lished: The Journal and Projection
(film' and video review service). An Educational Ma-
terials Catalogue can be obtained by writing to the
foundation.

(...aieer 1 eac.her 1 raining Center Akoholorn And
Drug Abuse

State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center
450 Clarkson Ave., Box.32
Brooklyn, NY'11203
(212) 270-3150

Career Teacher Speaker, Cons ultant, and Trainer
BureauThe bureau maintains a listing of present
and former Career Teachers who are nlidical educa*,
tors and expertin various areas of alcohol and drug'
abuse and who are available as speakers, consultants,
or trainers. All inquiries should be addressed to the
Career Teacher Training Cenler at she abos7 addrps.

gle copies are availible free from the National
Cleaiinghouse for Alc6hol In formation, 'P.O.
Box 2345. Rockville, MD 20852 (Order No.
RP0306) .

vow. HILL rounixr1614. Drug Abuse and Alcoholism
Newsletter. Published 10 times per year, this
newsletter is available free from'the Vista Hill
Foundation, 3420 Camino del Rio North, Suite
100, San Diego, CA 92108._

4S

Under the joint sponsorshi of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse (NIDA) ane.National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcobefism (NIAAA), Federal
grants are available for, a period of 3 years to support
medical school faculty members (Career 'leachers)
interested in teaching alcohol and drug able. This
program is designed to increase the quality and quan:
tity of education in drug and alcohol abuse received
by medical students, residents, and practicing physj-
cians throughout the country.

For additional information concerning the Career
Teacher Program, contact:

JamesitF. Callahan, Deputy Director, Manpower and
Training Divhion;,National Institute on Drug Abuse
5600 Fishers Lane or-
?arklawn Building, Room 10A-46
Rockyille, VM120857
(301) 443-6720

Jeanne Trumble, Acting Chief
Human Resources Branch
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
5600 Fishers Lane
Parklawn Building, Room 11-19
Rockville, MD 20857
(301) 443-2070

C
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Center-of Alcohol Studies
Research Informatiop and Publications Division
Rutgers Univerity
Pp. Box 969
Pucatavray,,Nj 08854

. (01) 932-3510 I

Tile Research Information and Publications Division
of the Center of Alcohol Studies is concerned with the
ststemization of knowledge abdut human uses of alco-
hol. The division's specialists' collect, classify, and ab-
aract scientific literature on alcohol and alcoholism

. and make this organised .knoivledge available through.
,the follosvintpublications and services. Prepaid orders
are shipped postage free.

The iournai of Studies on Alcohol A primal source
. of.new. information on all aiyects of alcohorand alcohol

problems; published monthly; $35 annual subscrip-
tion.To order; write Jourrial,of A4etchol Studies at the
move idklaess..' , .

Other pkbhcptiolu -the. Publications I)is ision also
ptiblisheP and distributes a satiety of books, mono-
graphs, find technical and nontechnical pamphlets and
reprints. A c Wog of publications is as ailable o*
request,

Biblioglrits ..7A lits of more than 500 bibliographies
. is a.4ilable,o,a request. AllObliographies ate updated
-aorairtually and are keyed to abstracts in the RCAF
collections. Photocopies of abstracts or full-text docu
meats are also. available. A fee of $2.50 covers photo-
copying costs.

Information Se vices The Center of Alcohol Studies
Library houses Inajor collections of books, periodicals,
cgss erta' lions, and other materials pertaining to alcohol
studies. Pull libriry services are livailable for, use in
person or bripail, including interlibrary loan and phgto
duplication of materiais..Foriurther information or to

Teluest services, contact Research Information Staff.

s

1'

National Clearinghouse for AlCohol Information
P.O. Box 2345 -

Rockville,. AID 20852
(301) 468 -:600
The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information
is an information service of the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA; . It is a cen-
tral point where information is gathered front world-
., ide sources and disseminated to the field. The Clear-
inghouse offers the following products and services.

Information Requests

Responses and ReferralsClearinghouse staff re-
spond to individual inquiries of a personal, proles-
sional or technical nature. They provide referrals to
other agencies t, hen appropriate.

Literature Searches--ClearinghOuse specialists per-
form searches of computerised files containing cita-
tions and abstracts for scientific. technical and pro-
grammatic documents in areas such as medicine,
physiology," biochemisery;.,public health, psychology,
animal research, treatment and therapies, mental
health, legislation and criminal justice, safety,
sociology, preserlion and education, statistics, and
special population groups.

,Publications

The Clearinghouse distributes, free of charge, limited
numbers of alcohol-related pamphlets, books, posters,
and other materials published by NI.l.t.l.hese rake
from audiovisual information, to program idea books,
to basic questiOn-andanswer pamphlets, to reports to .

Congress summarizing the ( urient scientific knobs ledge
on akoholisui and alcohol abuse. Order forms and
lists of materialg are available.

Health Professions ..Edilcatiqn Project Package for
Medical Educators This package contains a wide
range of curriculum resources for the instructor in
alcohol and:drug abuse.

39
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Directories of Treatment Rrsou'rcelDirectories of
alcoholism treatment programs pros ide information
for each of the 50 States on type of program, serv-
ices, admis ion requirements. and accreditation.

Alec, I Topics In BriefThe Clearinghouse pro-
series of fact sheets that offer concise in-

ion on subjects of high interest to die alcohol-
n community. Current topics include alcohol and

south. alcohol and women. health insurance cos ere
age for alcoholism, and minimum drinking age

Selected Translations ollinternational Alcoholism
Research 1 ST1 ARSI I inportan t foreign language
articles are translated and made available by the
Clearinghouse to researchers and other interested
persons. Some topics include4".Xlcoholism In
NVoineri; "Recent Statistical Elements Concerning
the Prevalence of .licoholisin in Italy," and "Heart
Defects of Children Froin.11coholic Mothers."

Lau and Legislative- Summaries (1.LS).% series

of sum mar) publicationyffers information on status.
Provisions. and other details relating to legislation at
bcith the State and Federal level.

Subscription Service

The Clearinghouse offers three subscription services
that arc aimed at keeping professionals and nonpro-
fessionals infdtTned about the latest developments in
alcoholism and alcohol 4buie prevention, treatment,
and research.

A7AA.44 information and Feature Scrricc (1FS:)
Emphasizing trends in alcohol-related programming
and research. the Clearinghopse produces a news
series that cos'erseducationardevelopments. policy
decisions. and local progrinii across the Nation. The
activities of and other 41coholism organiza-

--- lions are also reported. There`is no subscription
cliMge for this publication, which is issued 12 to 14
times per )ear.

40

s Alcohol Health and Research WorldThe quarterly
magazine of NIAAA has proved to be a reliable re-
source for those who want to keep abreast of current
developments in the alcohol field. Regular features
of the magazine Include survey articles, new pro-
grammatic approaches, research finsliiigs, and in-,
depth reports on ajl aspects of alcohol. as well as
hook reviews. ; v

The annual rate for Alcohol Health and Research
World is $8.50 for domestic subscriptions ($10.65
foreign). To receive a 1-year subscription to World
send lour remittance to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Otlici's

.Department 35
Washington. DC 20402

Alcohol Awareness ServiceThis free service pro-
vides periodic, continuing notification of recent
technical and scientific bopks, journal articles, con-
ference proceedings. an
Alcohol Awareness Sem e registration forms are
Available from the Clearigghouse.

All requests for information, publications, and sub-
scriptions should be mailed to the Clearinghouse
at the above address.

)

rogrammatic materials..

National Council on Alcoholism (NCA!
Publications Department
733 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10017
4212) 986-4433

NCA distributes a %vide variety of publications on all
aspects of alcohol use and abuse."Voi a full listing,
write NCA for a Catalog of Publications,

-45



National Clearinghouse on Drug Abuse Information
(NCDAI)

NCDAI serves as a focal point withm_she Federal Gov-
.. ernment for the collection, dissemination, and ex-

change of drug abuse information. If offers the follon -
ing products and services:

Audiovisual Information 4

Audiovisual ightt ServiceA free apdiovisual loan
service is operated through NCD.lI. Films may be.
borrowed, one at a time, or a 14-day period,
through interlibrary loan o y. To reserve a film or
other audiovisual, call (3 ) 443-6614. Mail inter-
library loan tarns to:

NIDA Resource Center
5600 Fishers Lane
Parklawn Building, Room 10A-54
Rockville, 14D 20857 /

Film QuidesTwo publications are available: Drug
t Abuo'Films (1980)ind Where the Drug Films Are:

A Guide to Evaluation Services and Distributors.
This second publication provides sources of Ines-

, pensive and free loan audiovisuals from Federal,
commercial, and nonprofit distributors. Single copies
of each available free from :

NCDAI
P.O. Box 416
Kensington, Ml) 20795

Publications

NCDAI maintains an inventory of more than 300 pub-
lications thaeare disseminated free upon request. Mate-
rials of interest to physicians include:

Prevention/ Education MaterialsA wide range of
topics at covered and available upon request.
Research Issue SeriesA series that includes ab-
stracts of research studies, one bibliography, and two
essays on current issues of interest to the drug re.

41.

search community. Sample issues. Vse and Abuse of
Amphetamine and Its Substitutes, Issue 15; A Co-
caine Bibliography, Issue 12; Drugs and Psychology,
Issue 19.

Research Monograph Serses.l series that provides
critical reviews of current research problem areas
and techniques, state-of-theart conferences. integra-
tive research reviews, and significant original re-
search. Sample items: bla. reotie Antagonists? Nal-
trezone, Monograph 9; Review, of Inhalants: Eu-
phoria to Dysfunction, Monograph 15; Behavioral
Tolerance.Apearch and Treatment and Implica-
tions, MoWri.: ph 18; PCP-Phencyclidine Abuse:
An Appraisal, Monographs 21.

SAODAP Monograph SeriesA series of mono-
graphs originally leveloped by the Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention and now available
through NCDAI. These monographs are on a variety
of research topics, including epidemiological studies
and techniques for providing_ drug abuse treatment
services. Sample item : Outpatient Methadon,
Treatment Manual.
Special BibliographiesA series of annotated biblio-
graphies for the professional or technical audience
on current topics of interest. Sample item: Metha-
done and Pregnancy.
Technical PapersA new series of scientific reviews
for the professional or technical audience on drug
abuse research issues. Sample item: CM De)ttret-
sants.

Special ReportsSample items: Acute Drug Re-
actions in a Hospital Emergency Room; The Aging
Process and Psychoactive Drug Me; Marijuana and
Health 1980; Medical Treatment for Complication
of Polydrug Use; NIDA Research on Drug Abuse.
Publications for the Scientific and Professional Com-
munity, Sedati..4-110noth Drugs. Risks and Bend-
fits, Consequences of Alcohol and Marijuana C.e.
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Single copies of these and many other publications of
we to the health professions educator may be ob-
tained, free of charge, subject to availability. For

, complete monthly pubityation listing and order form.
write to:

NCDAI ,-.Y','
P.O. Box 416
Kensington, MD 20795

Medical Monograph; (in prim or in processl
series provides medical personnel with current, p
tkal information on drug abuse problems and t t
ment methodologies: May be used as a resource'
practicing physicians or as a teaching aid.

Volume I. No. 4, October 19772
Emergency Treatment of the DrugAbusing
Patient for Treatment Staff Physicians. w

Volume I, No. 5, January 1978: ,

Pharmacological and Toxicological Perspectives
of Commonly Abused Drugs

Volume I. No.6, August 1980:
Diagnoses of Drug and Alcohol Abusers

Volume I, No. 7, June 1979: ..;

Primary Physicians Guide; to
Treatment

Volume II,No. 1, July 1980:;
Frequently Prescribed and Abused Drugs:
Their Indications, Efficacy and Rational Pre-
scribing

Volume II, No. 2, August 19802
Treatment of the .plug and Alcohol Abusers

Drug Abuse
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S' gle copies are available free from :

National Drug Abuse Center
Materials Distribution Facility/
12112 Nibel St.
Box 5352

. Rockville, MD 20852 '

Ltbrary

The Resource Center maintains an tai-volume back
collection, subscribes toajnore than 400 scientific tech-
nical journals and net letters, and maintains a collec-
tion of journal articles on microfiche. For additional
information and loan policies, write to:

NIDA Resource Center
5600 Fishers Lane
Parklawn Building, Room 10A-54
Rockville, MD 20857

Mailing Lists

,NCDAI. maintains mailing Jilts for six subject areas:
epidemiology, law/policy dgcurnents, prevention/edu-
cation, research papers/reports; training, treatment.
For ful-ther information or to be placed on one of these
lists, writeto:

NCDAI
Dept. ML .
5600 Fishers Lane
Parklawn Building, Room 10A-53
Rockville, MD 20857
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